Comparative analysis of English and Persian sentence structures reveals that though zero-place predicators are one of predicator types in English, they do not exist in Persian. So, generating a natural translation of them especially in machine translation systems is essential. This study aimed to show that utilizing Lexical-Functional Grammar for a machine translation system which is designed for translation of some English zero-place predicators is able to produce a natural translation of them into Persian. To accomplish this purpose, after determination of part of speech of words of the sentences in C-structure and grammatical function of noun phrases present in the source language (i.e. English) sentence in F-structure, the suitable equivalence was selected for each word and finally the sentence was generated in target language (i.e. Persian). The findings of the present research suggest that English zero-place predicators translated into Persian by a lexical-functional machine are more natural and also they are based on Persian word order.
Introduction
Translation is an old story for human being. But ever-increasing information flow has changed the type of human being's need to translation. Nowadays, no one expects when s/he is reading an internet page and does not understand some parts or whole of it; a human translator sits down next to her/ him and translates the text. This big change in every one's attitude and high speed of information flow in the modern world has led to thinking of creating a system which is able to translate the given text automatically and independently. This system has been called machine translation.
The study of the short history of machine translation systems shows that these systems have always been designed based on a special linguistic theory. In other words, linguistics can be regarded as an inseparable part of each machine translation system. Younesi Far (1994) designed and built a machine translation system based on Augmented Transition Netwoks / ATN. The given system which used the sentence model of Wishon could produce a word for word translation of English sentences into Persian. Another machine translation system for translation from English into Persian is a rule-based machine translation based on HPSG. In this system, meaning is shown by MRS semantic structure (Niknejad, 2008) . Saedi (2008) introduced a hybrid machine translation for translation of simple English sentences into Persian. He (ibid) believed that disambiguation and transfer are the most important parts of this machine translation. Faroughi (2007) conducted a machine translation system based on lexical-functional grammar. The given system was designed for translating English sentences into Persian in general with a specific focus on translation of noun phrases.
So, the present study aims at showing that utilizing Lexical-Functional Grammar for a machine translation system which is designed for the translation of some English zero-place predicators is able to produce a natural translation of them into Persian.
In this regard, in what follows, in the first part, machine translation system and Lexical-Functional Grammar will be described. Then, the method of the research is presented. Finally, the article ends with the results and discussion.
Machine Translation / MT Systems
MT is one of sub-branches of computational linguistics. In the later half of the twentieth century, computational linguistics, as a new branch of applied linguistics, arose for construction of computer programs to process words and texts in natural language (Bolshakov & Gelbukh, 2004) .
Another definition for computational linguistics has been given as "the analysis of written texts and spoken discourse, the translation of text and speech from one language into another, the use of human (not computer) languages for communication between computers and people, and the modeling and testing of linguistic theories" (Fromkin, Rodman, & Hyams, 2007: 412) . Hutchins (2003: 501) defines machine translation as "computational systems responsible for the production of translations with or without human assistance."
Generally, three approaches were used in MT systems before 1990s: 1). Direct Approach: In this approach, "systems were designed in all details especially for one pair of languages, i.e. in most cases, for Russian as SL and English as TL. The basic assumption was that the vocabulary and syntax of texts should be analyzed no more than necessary for the resolution of ambiguities, the correct identification of appropriate TL expressions and the specification of TL word order." (Hutchins, 1979 : 31) Aasi (2004 believes that since, in this approach, translation process is done through replacement of the equivalent words, MT acts like a mechanical dictionary. MT systems which employ the direct approach are grouped as the first generation of MT systems.
The Georgetown University system, demonstrated in 1951, was typical of the 'direct' approach, because it "illustrates well the complexities and the ultimately insuperable problems of the 'direct' approach." (Hutchins, 1979: 31-32) 2). Interlingua Approach: This approach "assumes that it is possible to convert SL texts into semantico-syntactic representations which are common to more than one language (but not necessarily 'universal' in any case). From such interlingual representations texts are generated into other languages. Translation is thus in two stages: from SL to the interlingua and from the interlingua to the TL." (Hutchins, 2003: 503) Hesabi (2006: 43) names this representation as "representation schema which is to some extent independent from SL and TL." Hutchins (1979) supposes that Warren Weaver was the first one who mentioned the attractiveness of an interlingua approach to MT in his famous memorandum. "But it was not until the 1960's when theoretical linguistics has turned to problems of language universals that MT researchers had any clear ideas of how interlinguals could be constructed." (ibid: 33) Though Hutchins (1979) sees Interlingua approach positively, Wilks (2009:122) These three approaches, i.e. direct approach, interlingua approach, and transfer approach, are called rule-based approaches. Vauquois (1986) represented the rule-based approaches in a pyramid as follows: (Dalrymple, 2001: 3). So, she presented an alternative approach in which part of the work done by transformation in Chomsky's theory was done in the lexicon instead (ibid). Bresnan herself called this approach as 'lexical-interpretive model of transformational grammar' in which the terms 'lexical' and 'interpretive' imply the importance of lexicon and semantics in this model (Dabir Moghaddam, 2004 ).
Lexical-Functional Grammar's Levels
In LFG, each sentence has three levels: Constituent Structure / C-structure, Functional Structure / F-structure, and Argument Structure / A-structure. 1.2.1.1 C-structure Carnie (2007) believes that one major part of LFG is almost identical to the transformational grammar. "This is the idea that words of a sentence are organized into constituents, which are represented by a tree, and generated by rules" (Carnie, 2007: 438) . Each tree represents C-structure of the given sentence. What makes the tree-diagrams in LFG different from the tree-diagrams in transformational grammar is the fact that in LFG there is no movement and no trace any more (Carnie, 2007 ) .
In C-structure, relations such as dominance, precedence, and constituency are expressed through a series of phrase structure rules, which are represented in tree-diagram (Chatsiou, 2010) .
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The tree-diagram of the sentence (1), representing its C-structure, is given as the following:
(1) The student loves linguistics.
F-structure
Another structure in LFG is F-structure. F-structure "represents the relational structure of the sentence" (Van Valin, 2001 ).
Dabir Moghaddam (2004) believes that in F-structure, not only semantic information of each entry but also grammatical functions of the sentence constituents (i.e. subject, object, and verb) are represented. Moreover, grammatical functions such as subject and object are considered as nominal predicate. Also, for each noun, one 'specifier / SPEC' and one 'number / NUM' are recorded. Verbal predicate is consisted of a verb and its arguments (such as subject, object, subject complement). In F-structure, grammatical functions are called 'attribute' and their correspondence are called 'value'. So, such a representation is called 'Attribute Value Matrix / AVM'.
The F-structure of the sentence (1) is as follows:
1.2.1.3 A-structure
Huang states that "C-structure and F-structure are language-dependent, that is they analyze the sentence based on linguistic information (segmental information) present in the sentence. But information related to the upper levels (i.e. supra segmental information), which are not present in the actual presentation of the sentence, should be considered to determine the meaning of the sentence. Thus, A-structure which presents the semantics information of the sentence is also paid attention to in LFG." (1993 ( , cited in Faroughi, 2007 .
Bresnan (1995 ( , cited in Faroughi, 2007 takes two parts for A-structure: Head or predicate and argument. In LFG, A-structure of a sentence shows the number of the participants in an event. Some of these arguments are obligatory and some are optional. This means that obligatory arguments cannot be deleted but optional arguments can be deleted.
The A-structure of place is as below: Dabir Moghadam, 2004: 90) 
Method
In this part, first of all a description of zero-place predicators will be presented and then the mechanism used in machine translation will be explained.
Zero-place Predicator
Yarmohammadi (2002) 3). Predicator refers to some sort of sensation or describes general weather conditions. Pro-Subj BE Adj It be Adj E.g. (6) It is cold. Yarmohammadi (2002) continues that in all the above patterns the element it is considered semantically empty. But syntactically it functions as filler. The verb to be is considered a dummy verb because it does not add any semantic meaning to the sentence. The third elements of these patterns are supposed to be predicators. Therefore, since there is no other element to occupy a position in these patterns, they are called zero-place predicators.
On the contrary, Persian has no dummy it to function as subject. English zero-place predicators should be translated into Persian by adding a suitable expression to the beginning of the sentence. So, the corresponding patterns for English zero-place predicators are one-place predicators in Persian (see examples 1-9).
Using a tree-diagram to determine part of speech of words of a sentence is very helpful in cases of lexical ambiguity in machine translation. For instance, 'bark' may be a noun or a verb. If it is used as a verb, it means 'to make a short loud sound by dog' and where it is used as a noun, it means 'the outer covering of a tree'. In such cases, a suitable lexical equivalence can be selected from the dictionary of the machine translation, if the syntactic parser has determined the part of speech of the given word correctly.
Moreover, the determination of grammatical function of noun phrases is essential for producing a natural translation of them into Persian. Thus, an algorithm is written which helped the machine translation for determination of grammatical function of noun phrases present in the sentence based on F-structure.
For instance, the F-structure of the sentence (9) is as follows:
According to the above F-structure, the grammatical function of 'it' is SUBJ and of 'Monday' is SUBJ COMP.
Using a Dictionary for Selecting a Suitable Equivalence
When the part of speech of words and the grammatical function of noun phrases are determined, it is time to select a suitable equivalence for each word of the sentence. To accomplish this purpose, the word "day", "year", "hour/clock" /, and "weather" was added to words which present these concepts (e.g. Saturday, 3 O'clock, and sunny) in the dictionary of the system. In fact, by adding the suitable word beside subject complement, the role of the subject played by the dummy it would be played by a meaningful word in Persian sentence.
Generating Target Language
When the machine translation system determined the grammatical function of noun phrases present in the sentence and selected the suitable equivalence for them from its dictionary, then an algorithm is written for zero-place predicators based on the following sentences:
First, It should be deleted; Second, the suitable equivalence of subject complement should be selected; Third, the 'to be' verb should be translated.
A part of the given algorithm is as follows: 
Results and Conclusion
English zero-place predicators are translated into Persian as one-place predicators and with consideration of Persian word order which are more natural for people whose mother tongue is Persian.
The following sentences were given to the system for translation:
(10) It was night.
‫ﺑﻮد‬ ‫ﺷﺐ‬ .
(11) It was 6 o'clock. 
‫ﺑﺎرﻳﺪ‬ ‫ﻣﯽ‬ ‫ﺑﺮف‬ .
This paper attempted to show that a machine translation system designed based on a lexical-functional grammar model can present a natural translation of English zero-place predicators into Persian. These predicators are structures which do not have a one-to-one correspondence in Persian so presentation of translation for them in machine translation is to some extent difficult.
The findings of the research show that such a machine translation system is able to determine the part of speech of the words and the syntactic category of the phrases of the sentences correctly. Also, utilizing a bilingual dictionary which adds suitable expressions, if necessary, makes the machine translation able to produce a natural translation of English zero-place predicators into Persian, so that it is more comprehensible for Persian speakers.
Furthermore, generating the given sentences based on Persian word order increase the degree of comprehensibility of produced sentences.
The question raised here is that whether this system is able to produce a natural translation of other types of English predicators into Persian.
